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Scanning electron microscopy
s are fabricated on the surface of nanoporous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO)
templates by magnetron sputtering. The size effect of AAO templates, which is focused on in this study,
would influence the morphology of stacked atoms. The rim of the pores, which act as obstacles to the stacked
atoms, could prevent them from forming continuous films. The continuous films are commonly formed
because of the larger interpore distance which is compared to the grain size of stacked atoms. Between
closely-distributed pores, the shorter interpore distance, namely smaller surface area, indicates insufficient
surface energy for heterogeneous nucleation, restricts the growth of stacked atoms. Nevertheless, there still
remain regions with larger interpore distance. On these constricted regions, instead of continuous films,
isolated nanorods are formed. In this study, a nanorod growth diagram is deduced, and understanding of the
growth of nanorods on AAO templates is furthered.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The preparation of nano-sized materials such as nanodots [1–10],
nanowires or nanorods [11–21] has attracted much attention in recent
years. Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) templates possess awell-aligned
nano-sized porous structure which can be provided for fabricating
nano-sized materials. Research on AAO templates in recent years has
focused on: (1) filling the pores of AAO templates with materials
[8,11–17,21,22], (2) using AAO templates as deposition or etch
masks [7,9,10,23–25], (3) inducing surface structural growth [18],
and (4) examining deposition on the modified structure of AAO
templates [19,20]. Most of the research has focused on the interiors of
the pores of AAO templates, but the formation mechanisms that occur
outside the pores, on the AAO template surface, are not yet clear [18].
In this study, in order to investigate this mechanism, we directly
deposit Pt atoms on the surface of an AAO template surface to observe
how isolated nanorods are formed.

2. Experiment

Pt atoms were perpendicularly deposited on anodic aluminum
oxide (AAO) templates by magnetron sputtering at room temperature
with a deposition rate of about 8 nm/min and a sputtering pressure of
about 5×10−3 Torr. The distance between target and AAO template is
).
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about 5 cm. Before deposition, surface defects of the AAO templates
were removed by Ar+ ion bombardment. The morphologies of the
stacked atoms were identified by a Hitachi S-4200 scanning electron
microscope (SEM) with operating voltage of 15 kV. The grain size
and structure of Pt were identified by a Philips PW3040/60 X-ray
diffraction (XRD) with a Cu-Kα radiation source (λ=1.54060 Å).

AAO template surfaces were used to provide the nucleation
and growth sites for the formation of Pt nanorods. Fig. 1 shows the
schematic illustration of the interpore region and corner region, the
sizes of which we defined as λ and δ, respectively. In order to examine
the effect of pore diameter (φ) and interpore size (λ) of AAO templates
on the growth mechanism of Pt, four types of AAO templates with
pore diameters of approximately 24, 75, 133, and 206 nm were used.
Here, we define these templates as AAO24, AAO75, AAO133, and AAO
206, respectively. In Fig. 1, the corner region size (δ) is given by
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3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows SEM images of the plane view of AAO75 and
AAO206. It can be seen that λ and δ have increased with the increase
in the pore diameter. The white or light gray region between the pores
of the AAO template surface is the area we focus on in this study. After
Pt deposition, almost all the Pt atoms are stacked on the surfaces of the
AAO templates, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 shows a SEM image of
i:10.1016/j.tsf.2008.11.069
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Fig. 1. The schematic illustration of the interpore region size λ and corner region size δ.
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Pt nanorods grown on AAO75 by deposition of Pt for only 375 s.
The white dots in Fig. 3(a) are the Pt nanorods. The heights of
these nanorods were determined by two methods, observation of
SEM images and calculation by deposition rate, with almost identical
results of about 50 nm. Amazingly, the Pt nanorods have mainly
grown on the corner regions of the AAO templates. With an increase
of the deposition time, the Pt nanorods grow further by increasing in
both diameter and length, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c). The specific
surface regions (corner regions) provide the nucleation sites for
Pt grains, which proceed to grow into the form of nanorods. This
nanorod growth behavior is introduced with a schematic illustration
in Fig. 3(d). Fig. 3(c) shows the results of increasing the deposition
time to 1500 s. In the bottom part of the image can be seen a section
from which the Pt nanorods that formed on the AAO template have
been removed. The length of the Pt nanorods is about 200 nm. It can
also be seen that some vacant spaces exist between the Pt nanorods,
and the nanorods are almost completely isolated from each other.
The lengths of nanorods increase with longer deposition times, but
the diameters are restricted to the periodic distance of the neighbor-
ing pores. Because the Pt atoms not only stack up on the top of the
nanorods but also fill in the vacant spaces, the diameters of the
Fig. 2. SEM images of plane views
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nanorods increase until adjacent nanorods come into contact with
each other [19,20]. The average diameter of the nanorods is 84 nm.
Nanorods of magnetic materials formed in this manner would be
useful for ultra-high density magnetic recording media applications
[1–4,6–9,13,21]. If one rod is equal to one recording bit, then the
recording density of a magnetic material made in this manner would
be about 70 Gbit/in2.

By the same fabrication process, AAO24, AAO133, and AAO206
were also used to deposit Pt atoms, with results that differed from
those with deposition on AAO75. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the SEM
images of Pt atoms on AAO24. Fig. 4(a) shows the results of a depo-
sition time of 375 s. Calculated by deposition rate, the height of the
stacked Pt atoms is about 50 nm, but observation via SEM does not
confirm that length, instead revealing a shorter length. Only a slightly
greater amount of Pt atoms is stacked on the corner regions of AAO
templates. As the deposition time is increased, the Pt atoms also stack
on the corner regions to form nanorods, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(c)
and (d) shows the SEM images of Pt atoms deposited on AAO206.
Because of the larger interpore distance of the AAO206 surface, more
Pt atoms have stacked on the surface, forming clusters. Pt clusters
have tended to form at the surface edges around pores randomly and
then to connect to each other to form Pt networks with increased
deposition time is increased. Fig. 4(d) also shows a cross-section of
AAO206 with 1500 s Pt deposition. We found that when Pt atoms
are deposited on nanoporous AAO templates, they stack mainly on the
interpore regions and corner regions and do not drop into the pores.
As shown in Fig. 4(d), only small amounts of Pt atoms have dropped
into the pores and adhered to the walls. It indicates that sputtering
deposition is unlikely to result in the Pt atoms being deposited into
the pores of AAO206, especially in the case of pores with smaller
diameters (e.g., AAO24).

The growth mechanism of nanorods on the surfaces of AAO
templates is attributed to the surface effect of high surface-to-volume
ratios described in Ref. [18–20]. But this growth mechanism of
nanorods on AAO templates cannot be used to quantitatively interpret
why the atoms stacked only on specific regions. Theoretically, the
majority of nucleation occurs heterogeneously at free surfaces, espe-
cially edges or defects. These are regions of higher surface free energy,
and the excess energy becomes available for material nucleation. So,
in order to reduce the surface free energy, heterogeneous nucleation
occurs at the edges or defects. It is obvious that the Pt clusters nu-
cleated and grew around the pores, as shown in Fig. 4(c). All the
nucleation sites are conjointly formed. However, once the surface
size drops below a critical value, while nucleation still occurs, the
subsequent growth of the material is restricted. Thus, these
of (a) AAO75 and (b) AAO206.
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Fig. 3. SEM images of tilted views of Pt nanorods with deposition times of (a) 375 s, (b) 750 s, and (c) 1500 s on AAO75 templates. (d) The schematic illustration of nanorods on the
AAO template. The inset is the corresponding plane view of (a).
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metastable clusters cannot grow further and decompose, decreasing
the free energy. The critical size of Pt clusters is close to the grain size.
XRD pattern was used to estimate the grain size of the Pt nanorods
grown on AAO templates. Fig. 5 shows the XRD patterns of sapphire
and AAO75 template with 1500 s Pt deposition. These two samples
are all highly Pt(111) oriented, and the Pt grain sizes, as estimated by
Scherrer's formula [26], are all about 10 nm. The Pt has a face-centered
cubic structure. Here, the metal element Pt is deposited on Al2O3

substrates. Because metal elements possess higher surface free energy
(e.g., Pt(111) is 3290 erg/cm2, Ni(111) is 3250 erg/cm2, and Cu(111) is
2550 erg/cm2) than the Al2O3 substrates, the growth mode for Pt
cluster on Al2O3 is Volmer–Weber type [27]. The selected restriction
with smaller interpore regions is useful for forming isolated Pt clusters
on the corner regions. The clusters which form on the corner regions
obey the Volmer–Weber mode and grow until the clusters cover the
corner regions completely. The shapes of the initial growth Pt clusters
are restricted to circular dots by surface free energy and strain energy,
so the diameters of these circular dots are determined by the corner
region size, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Furthermore, deposited atoms prefer
to stack upward to form nanorods, causing the nanorods to lengthen
and coarsen.

From themechanismmentioned above, a nanorod growth diagram
is deduced, as shown in Fig. 6. The diagram is divided into three
regions by two dashed lines drawn according to two equations. The
measured value of the Pt grain size is 10 nm, which is used to estimate
what shapes are formed by stacked Pt atoms on different types of
AAO templates. Nanorod growth is restricted to the corner region
Please cite this article as: K.-T. Huang, et al., Thin Solid Films (2008), do
only when the interpore size is smaller than 10 nm. Let λ=10 nm;
this equation, drawn as the upper dashed line in Fig. 6, is the
boundary above which the nanorods do not form. Furthermore, the
restriction mechanism may also restrict the growth of nanorods
on the corner regions, if corner size is smaller than 10 nm. Eq. (1)
is rewritten as:

λ = 0:866δ−0:134’: ð2Þ

Inserting δ=10 nm into Eq. (2), we can obtain:

λ = 8:66−0:134’: ð3Þ

This equation, drawn as the lower dashed line in Fig. 6, is
the other boundary. The shapes of deposited Pt formed by stacked
atoms can be estimated easily with this diagram. This can be
confirmed by the four types of AAO templates we used in this study.
In region (I), the larger surface size (λN10 nm) contributes to the
continuous growth of Pt clusters, leading to the formation of net-
works (e.g., AAO133 and AAO206). In region (II), the surface size
in the restricted range (λb10 nm, δN10 nm), the Pt atoms are
restricted to form isolated nanorods (e.g., AAO75). In region (III),
the smaller surface size (λb10 nm, δb10 nm) restricts the growth
of nuclei ideally. From the point of energy, the corner regions
possess higher surface free energy, so greater numbers of nuclei
aggregate on these regions. These aggregated nuclei reduce the
surface free energy, and then the Pt growth behavior proceeds. The
i:10.1016/j.tsf.2008.11.069
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Fig. 4. SEM images of tilted views of Pt atoms with deposition times of (a) 375 s on AAO24, (b) 750 s on AAO24, (c) 375 s on AAO206, and (d) 1500 s on AAO206.
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Pt nanorods are also formed on corner regions, but the isolation is
less obvious. (e.g., AAO24).

4. Conclusions

We have fabricated isolated, vertical-aligned nanorods on AAO
templates and analyzed their growth mechanisms. The Pt grain size,
Fig. 5. XRD patterns of (a) sapphire and (b) AAO75 template with 1500 s Pt deposition.
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estimated by Scherrer's formula, is about 10 nm. On AAO75, which has
larger corner regions and smaller interpore regions than the Pt grain
size, deposited Pt atoms are restricted to these larger corner regions
and form nanorods. On AAO133 and AAO206, which have corner
regions and interpore regions that are both larger than the Pt grain
size, since the probabilities of Pt atoms being deposited on these
regions are almost equivalent, Pt networks (or continuous films) are
Fig. 6. Dependence of interpore size λ with the pore diameter φ of AAO templates; the
four types of AAO templates are shown by solid circles.
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formed by continuous Pt clusters. On AAO24, which has corner regions
and interpore regions that are both smaller than the Pt grain size, the
Pt nanorods are also formed on the corner regions, but the isolation
is less obvious. The resulting shorter Pt nanorods are formed by
the aggregated nuclei. The growth mechanism in this study, as the
material of these nanorods which is exchanged with magnetic ele-
ment, is useful for the application of magnetic recording media.
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